Spaces of analytic functions in tubes in
. Vladimirov [12, § §25.3-25.4] has considered analytic functions in T c , C being an open connected cone, which satisfy the growth [12, p. 224, (64) ]. Vladimirov has stated [12, p. 227, lines 4-5] that the growth which defines the H 2 functions of Bochner is more restrictive than [12, p. 224, (64) ]. We show in this paper that the H 2 growth is not more restrictive than [12, p. 224, (64) ] by showing that the functions of Vladimirov are exactly the H 2 functions. However, Vladimirov's growth has led us to define new spaces of analytic functions in tubes which have growth estimates that are more general than that of the H P (T B ) spaces, and we analyze these new spaces in this paper.
Further, we study Cauchy and Poisson integrals of distributions in
The ^-dimensional notation in this paper is described in [7, p. 386] . The definitions of a cone in R n , projection of a cone pr(C), compact subcone, and dual cone C* = {teR n : <ί, y) ^> 0, y e C} of a cone C are given in [12, p. 218] . Terminology concerning distributions is that of Schwartz [10] . The support of a distribution or function g is denoted supp(βr). Definitions, properties, and relevant topologies of the function spaces <9* 9 2$ L v, & -2$ L <~, and & and of the distribution spaces S^f and 3t f LV are in [10] . The L 1 and £f* Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms are defined in [7, pp. 387-388] and [10, p. 250] , respectively. The limit in the mean Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms of functions in L p , 1 < p <^ 2, and L\ (1/p) + (1/g) = 1, are in [8] and [3] 
with equality if p = 2, the Parseval equality.
2* The Cauchy and Poisson kernel functions and technical results* Let C be an open connected cone, C* be the dual cone of C, and 0(C) be the convex envelope (hull) of C. The Cauchy kernel function [6, p. 201 
To avoid the triviality of JK"(j δ -ί) -0 we assume in this section that O(C) does not contain an entire straight line [12, p. 222, Lemma 1] . In [6, Theorem 1] one of us proved
for fixed s e T 0{C) . But ^L q c<Φ c ^oo for every tf, 1 ^ q < oo, by [10, pp. 199-200] . We thus have LEMMA 2.1. Let z e T 0{C) . As a function of teR n , [11, pp. 92-93] we have that the function
Since y 0 e B was arbitrary it follows that F(z) is analytic in T B and has an analytic extension to T OiB) by [4, p. 92, Theorem 9] . Note the indicatrix function u c (t) of a cone C defined in [12, p. 219] . O(C) may or may not contain an entire straight line in the next theorem. and not on y eC. Then supp(^r) £ S A = {t: u c (t) <; A} almost everywhere (a.e.). Since 2/ o epr(C)cC and C is a cone then Xy o eC for all λ > 0 and \y Q \ = 1. Using (2.9) and then (2.8) with # = λy 0 we have for all λ > 0 that
Proof. Assume g(t) Φ
and hence
for all ε > 0. By fixing ε > 0 such that a > ε > 0 and letting λ->°o in (2.11) we obtain a contradiction. The conclusion follows by noting that S A is a closed set. 
The Hardy spaces iP(T β ) = Fo^ϊ 75 ), p > 0, [11, pp. 90-91] The proof of the preceding corollary combined with the representation [12, p. 225, (67) ] and the properties obtained for g (t) there show that the analytic functions of Vladimirov in [12, § §25.3-25.4] are exactly the H\T C ) = V\T°) functions. 5* Converse and dual theorems* We now prove a dual result to Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. F{z) is analytic in T B
by Theorem 2.1, which also implies (exp ( -2π(y, t) Proof. Because of previous analysis the only new idea is the boundary value property. Since g eL p there exists heL Let Ue 3f' L v, 1 ^ P ^ 2. By Lemma 2.1, the generalized Cauchy integral of U
is a well defined function of zeT OiC) .
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Using similar proofs we see that [6, Lemma 4] holds for p -1, and the convergence in [6, Lemma 5] holds in the topology of έΦ'. The analysis used to prove [6, Theorems 2, 9, and 10] can be adapted where necessary to show that these results hold also for p = 1, and we have the following extension of these results. In general P(U z) is not analytic. However, if z is in a generalized half plane in C n then P(U z) is w-harmonic by a proof as in [5, Theorem 7] .
We now extend and generalize slightly [6, Lemma 8] . The proof is the same for all p, 1 <; p <; °o, and for φ e 3f L γ as that indicated for [6, Lemma 8] ((Q(x + ίy; t\ φ(x) Proof The proof follows by (6.6), (6.7), and the continuity of U.
Using Theorem 6.2, [6, Theorem 17] can be extended and generalized for Ue&' L p, 1 <: p <^ °o, where 0{C) contains no entire straight line. One concludes the existence of P(U z), ze T 0{C) , and the convergence (6.10) as y -> 0, y e 0{C λ \ λ e A. The restriction of z 6 T 0{C) \{z: y = Im(z) 6 O(C), y ά = 0 for any j = 1, , n} in [6, Theorem 17] is unnecessary.
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